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Low Power Multiple Shell Fusion Targets for Use With 
Electron and Ion Beams* 

J. D. Lindl and R. 0. Bangerter 
University of California, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 

Livermore, California, 91550 

ABSTRACT 
Use of double shell targets with a separate low Z, low 

density ablator at large radius for the outer shell, reduces 
the focusing and power requirements while maintaining reasona
ble aspect ratios. A high Z, high density Dusher shell is 
placed at a much smaller radius in order to obtain si aspect 
ratio small enough to protect against fluid instability. Vel
ocity multiplication between these shells further lowers the 
pr er requirements. Careful tuning of the power profile and 
lntershell density results in a low entropy implosion which 
allows breakeven at low powers. 

Ion beams appear to be a promising power source and 
breakeven at 10-20 Terrawatts with 10 MeV alpha particles ap
pears feasible. Predicted performance of targets with various 
energy sources is shown and comparison is made with single shell 
targets. 

•Research performed under the auspices of the United States 
Energy, Research and Development Administration Contract No. 
W7405-ENG-48, and Defense Nuclear Agency, Contract No. IACRO 75-
825. 
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For a given mass of fuel and tamper, the minimum energy 
required to implode it to ignition will be approximately cons
tant, fer the best designs. One must do a certain amount of 
work per unit mass on the fuel tamper system in order to 
achieve ignition. 

Since the efficiency with which one does this does not 
vary by a large factor between various low entropy designs, 
the input energy per unit mass is reasonably constant. This 
required energy is on the order of 1 Joule per nanogram of 
pusher and fuel. 

— P~r E = / Power dt = Pt = ̂ ±- where r is the target radius, 
V 

P the average power and V is the average velocity. V is the 
average velocity required for ignition which is independent of 
design. For shell type targets P~ is close to the peak power. 
For constant mass, E is approximately constant so P varies as 
1/r. Hence, a larger radius allows you to drop the power. F^r 

2 2 
such a target, pAr varies as 1/r or fir <\/ 1/pr . Since EBeam 
and IBeam targets have shells which are about 1 range thick, 

2 this means the range of the particle used has to vary as 1/r . 
This scheme allows one to drop the power while keeping the 
yield and input energy the same. 

If one is constrained to a particle with a given range, 
_ a required power drops somewhat Tor decreasing radius. Pr ar 
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for constant thickness shell so P ar. However, since Ear and 
u yield Y is proportional to Mpr ar for a given compression, the 
2 yield ratio is proportional to r and drops rapidly as you shrink 

the size. This means that long range particles are going to 
require large-size targets, high powers and large energies re
gardless of the design. 

To minimize the input power required at a given input en
ergy, one would like to use the highest aspect ratio shell pos
sible. This aspect ratio is primarily determined by consider
ations of fluid instability and implosion symmetry. For a given 
aspect ratio shell, Pr a r J or P al/r so that decreasing the 
radius results in a rapid power drop. With YaMpr or r and E 

a ar , the yield rate drops only as r and gives the prospect of 
achieving breakeven at low powers and energies. This also re
quires that one go to short range particles since for constant 
aspect ratio, the range of particle used must be proportional 
to r. 

E-Beam and I-Beam targets have absorption shells about one 
range thick, essentially because there is no ablation front 
which propagates through the shell. This occurs for two reasons: 

1. There is little density or temperature dependence in 
the range, so except for spherical convergence effects 
the beam deposits in the same mass throughout the 
implosion. Since some of the mass moves inward and 

; i- ' >C'' "- -'• T s l ^ "* 
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V 
some moves outward, the convergence effects are 
small. 

2. The matter temperatures achieved are only a few 
hundred eV at most and electron conduction is inef
ficient at carrying the energy beyond the ma1-';er 
where it is absorbed. 

Single shells of high Z material can be used with parti
cles like 1 MeV electrons, which have a long range to achieve 
fusion breakeven. For these long range particles, the thermal 
radiation generated by the hot plasma is substantially self-
trapped, thus limiting the radiation losses. For example, in 
a typical target with 1 MeV electrons <n gold, radiation losses 
are about H0% of the input energy. For 1 MeV electrons on iron, 
the losses are about 20?. On the other hand, for 100 keV elec
trons or 10 MeVa's on gold, virtually all of the input energy 
ii radiated away as thermal x-rays. Such targets may be useful 
as x-ray sources but not for implosions. To limit the thermal 
xray losses to a tolerable value, these short range particles, 
which are necessary for breakeven at low energies and powers, 
must be absorbed in low Z and hence, low den. ity materials. 
Even in CH,, using 10 MeV a 's, thermal x-rays result in about 
a 50? loss of input energy. This loss can be limited to about 
20* by using LID or LiH. 
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Low Z materials are very poor pushers and tampers. Un
less one can design a target which achieves sufficient velocity 
to ignite without a pusher, one must have an added layer of high 
Z material for a pusher. With double shell targets, one can 
use a low Z, low density material for the outer shell. This 
allows one to increase the radius while keeping down the mass 
and maintaining a sufficiently small aspect ratio that fluid 
instabilities can be tolerated. The high Z pusher-tamper layer 
needed for ignition and efficient .burn at the low velocities 
one is generally able to generate with E-Beams or I-Beams is 
placed at a much smaller radius. This keeps its thickness suf
ficient to survive fluid instability and also to act as a pre
heat shield against photons or high erergy electrons and ions. 
If one tried to pun a high Z pusher against a low Z exploding 
ablator, it would be very thin, making it very susceptible to 
preheat and fluid instability. 

The larger radius of i double shell design at a given 
energy also reduces the focusing requirements of the beam. The 
penalty one pays for this advantage is a larger convergence ra
tio R /R. . Here R is the initial radius of the outer shell 

o min o 
and R , is the minimum radius of the fuel. The convergence 
ratios for the various double shell designs given below are 
about 100, implying a one percent uniformity of deposition. 
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By contrast, convergence ratios of various single shell designs 
that have been published are 20-30 implying a uniformity of 3-5?. 

The lowest power, double shell, Ion beam breakeven target 
designed to date Is shown in Figure 1. This target and all 
others to be presented here have been calculated using the LASNEX 
computer code written by George Zimmerman of LLL. This target 
gives a theoretical yield of 65 KJ with 45 KJ of 9 MeV alphas 
which have a range of .Oil') gm/cm . It requires a peak power 
of 11 TW. The target performance characteristics and pulse 
shape are given in Table 1. The energy deposition profile in
cludes range straggling and 5 milliradlans of beam divergence 
at 10 cm from finite temperature and scattering at the source. 
Also, for this target, the range of the ions was varied linearly 
with the power, a cruSe attempt to model a constant impedance 
machine. For 3-T this feature of the deposition profile eoes 
not significantly affect the peak power required compared to 
that which would be required for a constant range profile. Its 
prinicple effect is to keep the higher energy thermal photons 
from leaking out of the outer shell and getting in to the inner 
gold shell, thus degrading the implosion. 

To achieve breakeven at this low power and energy, several 
features of the design must be closely controlled. These features 
will be examined for a target scaled upward 15? in radius from 
that in Figure 1. It used 11 MeV alphas, 15 TW peak power and 
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V 
72 KJ input energy. During the implosion, the LiD outer shell 
is nearly completely penetrated and exploded by the ions. This 
explosion drives the inner 228pgm of the LiD inward to a maxi
mum velocity of 22.8 cm/usec. The linear rise in power early 
in the ion pulse is designed so that a weak shock of about 1 
cm/ucm is sent through this inner layer of LID. This weak shock 
insures that the entropy of the LID layer is low. A low entropy 
outer shsll helps to provide an efficient collision with the 
Inner gold shell. 

In this collision, the gold receives a velocity of 32.5 
cm/usec. This is a velocity multiplication of 1.426. The for
mula for the elastic collision of two bodies of unequal mass 
gives a velocity multiplication of 2/(l+x) = 1.61 for the masses 
involved here so *he collision was nearly elastic. X is the 
ratio of the Au mass to the LID mass. The actual velocity im
parted to the pusher is fairly insensitive to X, however. Al
though the energy transfer efficiency from the outer shell to 
the inner shell is proportional to X, the transfer of energy 
from the exploding ablator is inversely proportional to X. This 
is seen for a simple case of a rocket with constant blowoff vel
ocity whose efficiency is given by 

[m/MQ-m] [In (m/MQ) ] 2 
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where M_ is the initial and m the final rocket mass. The vel-o 
oeity achieved by the gold as a function of the mass of LID 
moving inward is shown in Figure 2. 

The peak pressure between the shells is given approxi-
mately by l/2(pv ) of the outer shell, just before it starts 
to slow down. This Is the kinetic energy density in the shell 
that can be converted to pressure. If there is no material be
tween the shells this pressure will develop very early in the 
collision and a shock of this magnitude will be transmitted to 
the inner shell. Such a collision would result in a very high 
entropy pusher and hence a low pr, low density implosion and 
poor efficiency. If there is material between the shells it 
is shocked and heated by the Incoming shell. By adjusting its 
density, one can control the arrival time and magnitude of the 
shock that is transmitted to the Inner shell and achieve a near
ly elastic collision. If that material density is too high, 
however, the pressure will rise too slowly and the Implosion 
will be over before significant energy transfer can be achieved. 
Figure 3 shows the yield as a function of the intershell density. 
Figure 4 shows the pressure versus time history between the shells 
for the various density fills. The line A is the estimate for 
the peak pressure given above. For the lower density fills, 
the dip in pressure before the final rise is due to the fact 
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that the pressure starts to drop when the velocity of the Inner 
shell exceeds that of the outer shell. The subsequent rise Is 
due to spherical convergence. The degree of drop Is essentially 
determined by the aspect ratio of the shell. The distance that 
the inner shell moves before it gets a velocity comparable to 
that of the outer shell is a few times its initial thickness. 

A very simple analysis shows why this is reasonable. If 
V. is the inner shell velocity and V"n is the outer shell vel
ocity, then 

V x = / a d t = ait 

1 / 5 Po V0 2 it 

V and p are measured at the time just before the outer shell o o 
starts slowing down. If the outer shell does not slow down 
much in accelerating the inner shell, then the pressure starts 
to drop when V. <v V . Letting V At = x, the distance pushed 
we get x/fix, = 2p./p • 2-k for typical calculations. 

When the pressure starts to drop, two competing effects 
act on the shell. The shell has an internal pressure about ea-
ual to the driving pressure. As the driving pressure starts 
to drop, the shell will start to decompress to be in pressure 

PlAxl fit 
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equilibrium. This decompression can lead to a drop in the final 
pr and hence in the effectiveness of the inner shell as a tamper. 
Acting to oppose the shell expansion is spherical convergence 
which acts to increase the density by constraining the mass to 
a smaller volume. 

The compression of the shell at a time after the pres
sure starts to drop is given by the ratio of the volumes and 
is given approximately by 

4irR 2 Ar R„2Ar' *» o o o o 
U„R 2AI- (R o-vt) 2(at o+v gt) 

U R 0> U + Ar o' 
v.'here R and Ar are the radius and thickness of the shell at o o 
the start of the free fall, V and V are the shell velocity and 
sound velocity. Because of the quadratic dependence, spherical 
convergence eventually wins out. The decompression can be mini
mized by minimizing V /V and maximizing R/Ar . 

In practice, spherical convergence starts dominating at 
a radius of a few times the shell thickness. The aspect ratio 
of the inner shell is pretty much determined by considerations 
of fluid instability. This limits one to aspect ratios of about 
ten. The yield is not terribly sensitive to the aspect ratio 
for the above design for aspect ratios from 8 to 17.5. The yield 
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was calculated with the mean punher radius at 1?0, 140 and 160 u 
for the same mass of Au and DT. At the smallest radius, the 
fuel represented a solid DT fill. For the larger radii, the 
fuel was assumed to be frozen as a shell against the pusher. 
The targets with the larger radii worked somewhat better be
cause the energy transfer from the outer shell was slightly 
more efficient and the fuel was put on P. slightly better adla-
bat. Thes" results are shown In Figure 5. At a given radius, 
the yield is not very sensitive to small changes in the pusher 
mass or thicKness. The higher mass pusher will receive a 
smaller velocity but the pr will be larger and the fuel will 
have longer to Ignite from the lower temperature achieved. With 
lets mass, the velocity is higher but the final pr is lower so 
the fuel ignites more rapidly but has less time to burn. The 
functional dependence of yield on pusher mass at a radius of 
120 is Is shown in Figure 6. 

Recent 2-D calculations indicate that the design shown 
in Figure 1 will not survive Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The 
target can be redesigned to have a more rapid early accelera
tion and a thicker outer shell. These modifications will prob
ably result in about a factor 2 increase in required power but 
other comments above will not be affected. 

In comparison with single shell targets for longer range 
particles, the advantage of a double shell target is not so 
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obvious. Since the outer shell must have the same gm/cm as 
the single shell target, its larger radius means it must have 
more mass. For example, the target shown in Figure 7 for use 
with 1 MeV electrons has about twice the radius of a breakeven 
single shell target. The iron mass is about 3 times that of 
the breakeven single shell in Figure 8. Because of the velocity 
multiplication on the gold, the average Implosion velocity is 
about half, and its radius twice that of the single shell, so 
one might expect similar power and a somewhat greater energy 
input than for the single shell. In fact, the calculations do 
show a slightly reduced power and increased input energy. With 

o the target in Figure 8, Sweeney achieves breakeven at about 
350 TW. LASNEX calculations of the same target indicate a re
quired power of 100 TW and 3 MJ, but gets twice breakeven. The 
double shell design in Figure 7 achieves a little over break
even at 250 TW with 4.5 MJ input. Its performance character
istics are given in Table 2. 

The performance of the pusher and fuel in the two cases 
is radically different. Figure 9 shows the pusher adiabat for 
the two types of target. Because of its low adiabat, the pusher 
uses what energy it gets very efficiently in the double shell 
target. But the transfer efficiency to the pushf;r from the beam 
is only 0.6%. This low efficiency occurs because of the large 
mass of iron that must be imploded inward to shield the Au pushe..-' 
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I. from the bremsstrahlung tall of the 1 MeV deposition profile. 
Shis bremsstrahlung preheat is a serious effect if It penetrates 
the pusher because of the long time that the gold waits before 

} ' being hit by the iron. In the one shell design, the transfer 
I efficiency to the pusher Is about 5% but the entropy is very 
i 
; high because of the bremsstralung preheat. 

Figures 10 and 11 show the single shell and double shell 
equivalents for 10 VSeV protons. ClauserJ calculates that using 
a radial deposition profile, the single shell will breakeven 
at 60 TW. LASNEX calculations, using an Ion deposition profile 
that includes range straggling and 5 milliradlons of beam diver
gence at 10 cm due to finite temperature and scattering at the 
source, requires 110 TW and 550 KJ. This only includes the en
ergy that hits the target, Because of the beam divergence 
assumed, 15£ of the beam energy misses the target. In the double 
shell target, the outer iron shell is about 25 times as massive 
as that for the single shell. However, the implosion efficiency 
is higher and the mass fraction imploded is smaller. The accept
ance time is increased from 8 ns to M0 ns because of the increased 

,• radius. The overall result is an increase in the required energy 
/ . by a factor of 3 to 1.65 MJ but a drop in power to 50 TW. The yield ic about 6.0 MJ. Performance characteristics are given 

in Table 3. The calculations of Kirkpatrick, et al, using a 
constant deposition profile are most nearly applicable to the 
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10 MeV proton results given here. The two sets of results are 
qualitatively consistent. 

An interesting feature of E-Beam and I-Beam implosions 
is the fact that the implosion pressure in the ablator is not 
a raonotonic function of power. Since the energy is being de
posited in a constant mass whose density is dropping, the pres
sure can actually drop while the power is rising. This is seen 
in Figure 12 where pressure and power versus time are plotted 
for the 10 MeV protons deposited in the iron shell in Figure 
11. 

Other targets for implosion with 100 keV and 200 keV elec
trons are shown In Figures 13 and III. Implosion characteristics 
are given in Tables 1 and 5. The powers are significantly lower 
than for 1 MeV electrons but the currents are about the same. 
Conclusion: 

Carefully tuned double shell targets can lower the power 
requirements for ion beam fusion breakeven to 10-20 TW with 10 
MeV alphas. The focusing requirements &re also reduced from 
those required for single shell targets. One pays for these 
advantages by an increased sensitivity to fluid instability and 
by more severe requirements on the required uniformity of energy 
deposition. Because convergence ratios are about 100 for typical 
double shell targets the energy deposition must be uniform to 
about 1%. 
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For the longer range particles such as 1 MeV electrons 
and 10 MeV protons, one can achieve about a factor of 2 decrease 
in the power required for breakeven although the energy required 
increases. 
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ll£ PELLET IMPLODED WITH 9 meV a'S 
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VELOCITY OF GOLD PUSHER VERSUS RATIO 
OF GOLD PUSHER MASS TO LiD PUSHER MASS 
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lia YIELD VERSUS GAS FILL DENSITY BETWEEN LiD AND Au SHELLS 
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113 PRESSURE VS TIME BETWEEN THE LiD AND Au 
SHELLS FOR VARIOUS GAS FILLS BETWEEN THEM 
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(IS YIELD VERSUS GOLD PUSHER RADIUS FOR 
CONSTANT GOLD AND FUEL MASS 
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IS DOUBLE SHELL TARGET DRIVEN BY 1 meV ELECTRONS 
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US SINGLE SHELL TARGET DRIVEN BY 1 meV ELECTRONS 
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i i l PUSHER PRESSURE VERSUS DENSITY FOR 1 meV 
ELECTRON TARGETS 
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IS SINGLE SHELL TARGET DRIVEN BY 10 meV PROTONS 
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m DOUBLE SHELL DRIVEN BY 10 meV PROTONS 
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POWER AND PRESSURE VERSUS TIME FOR 10meV PROTONS ON SROIM 
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IS DOUBLE SHELL TARGET IMPLODED WITH 100 keV ELECTRONS 
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113 DOUBLE SHELL TARGET IMPLODED WITH 200 keV ELECTRONS 
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IS PROPERTIES OF 9 meV ALPHA DRIVEN TARGET 
Table 1 

Time (ns) Power (TW) Range (gm/cm2) 
0.0 0.11 0.000114 
6.8 1.1 0.00114 

13.6 11.1 0.0114 
Power and range vary linearly between listed values 

Input energy (kJ) 46.0 
Yield <kJ) 66.0 
pr (DT) (gm/cm2) 0.33 
pv (Au) (gm/cm2) 2.0 
Vrrsax <Au) (cm/sec) 3.20 x 10^ 
Vmax (LiD) (cm/sec) 2.25 x 107 
Burn temp (keV) 17.0 keV 

TABLE 1 



PROPERTIES OF 1 meV ELECTRON DRIVEN 
DOUBLE SHELL TARGET 

Table 2 
Time (ns) Power (TW) Range (gm/cm 

0.0 2.5 0.00471 
35.0 250.0 0.471 

Power and range vary linearly between listed values 

Input energy (kJ) 4400 
Yield (kJ) 5500 
pr (DT) (gm/v..n2) 0.75 
px (Au) (gm/cm2) 5.1 
Vmax (Au) (cm/sec) 2.05 x 107 
Vmax (Fe) (cm/sec) 1.22 x 10? 
Burn temp (keV) 34.0 

TABLE 2 



m PROPERTIES OF 10 meV PROTON DRIVEN DOUBLE SHELL TARGET 

Table 3 
Time (ns) Power (TW) Range (gm/cm2) 

0.0 0.1 0.2238 
5.0 1.0 0.2238 

10.0 50.0 0.2238 
40.0 50.0 0.2238 

Power varies linearly between listed values 

input energy (kJ) 1630.0 
Yield (kJ) 5800.0 
pr, (DT) (gm/cm2) 0.84 
pr (Au) (gm/cm2) 5.45 
Vmax (Au) (cm/sec) 1.99 x 107 
Vmax (Fe) (cm/sec) 1.24x107 
Burn temp (keV) 38.0 

TABLE 3 



PROPERTIES OF 100 keV ELECTRON DRIVEN DOUBLE SHELL 
TARGET 

Table 4 
Time(ns) Power (TW) Range (gm/cm2) 

0.0 0.1 0.01953 
5.0 1.0 0.01953 

10.0 25.0 0.01953 
15.0 25.0 0.01953 

Power varies linearly between listed values 

Input energy (kJ) 193.0 kJ 
Yield (kJ) 553.0 kJ 
pt (Dl) (gm/cm2) 0.48 
pr (Au) (gm/cm2) 3.32 
Vmax (A»i) (cm/sec) 2.59 x 10? 
Vmax (LiD) (cm/sec) 1.72 x 107 
Burn temp (keV) 27.0 

TABLE 1 



113 PROPERTIES OF 200 keV ELECTRON DRIVEN DOUBLE SHELL 
TARGETS 

Table 5 
Time (ns) Power (TW) Range (gm/cm2) 

0.0 0.1 0.055 
5.0 1.0 0.055 

10.0 35.0 0.055 
17.0 35.0 0.055 

Power varies linearJy between listed values 

Input energy (kJ) 408.0 
Yield (kJ) 516.0 
pr (DT) (gm/cm2) 0.485 
pr (Au) (gm/cm2) 3.35 
Vmax (Au) (cm/sec) 1.39x107 
v max (LiD) (cm/sec) 2.49x107 
Burn temp (keV) 25.0 

TABLE 5 


